
DISCRETE AGENT SERVICES

Mitigate Potential Violence with Experienced Armed or 
Unarmed Agents You Can Trust
Global Guardian’s vetted, tested, and certified plainclothes agents seamlessly blend into the most subtle or demanding environment to support the safety of organizations 
and individuals. Whether clients are looking for executive protection, secure transportation for an upcoming trip, or experiencing workplace violence, our professional agents 
possess expert interpersonal skills and the unique ability to observe and de-escalate a myriad of challenging security related situations.

For more information about Global Guardian 
Discrete Agent Services, contact us today at 
businessdevelopment@globalguardian.com

+1.703.566.9463

globalguardian.com

8280 Greensboro Dr. Suite 750 

McLean, VA 22102, United States

DOMESTIC & INTERNATIONAL AGENT SERVICES

Personal 
Protection

Workplace 
Protection

Hotel 
Transfers

Armored 
Vehicles

Airplane 
Transfers

Boat 
Transfers

Secure Car & 
Driver Transfers

Prior to each assignment, clients receive a full 
background on the supplied agent.

WHAT SETS US APART

Global Guardian intertwines the expertise and experience of our leadership team 
into the oversight and management of all agent services. While most providers 
deploy agents onsite and distance themselves from the daily management, Global 
Guardian’s leadership stays involved throughout the assignment. 

With on the ground teams in 125+ countries, our global capabilities offer an 
integrated resource to plainclothes agent requirements and solutions. Our 
agents are immersed in the local culture, language, and current intel, and can 
be deployed immediately. When needed, our armed agents all carry a Law 
Enforcement Officers Safety Act (LEOSA) permit, which allows qualified active, 
retired, or separated law enforcement officers to carry a concealed firearm in any 
jurisdiction in the U.S. or U.S. Territories, regardless of state or local laws.

NAME: 

ARMED  |  UNARMED

EXPERIENCE LEVEL:

DRESS CODE:

BIO: 

              John Smith

                                           LEOSA Certified

                                         Advanced

                            Casual

          John Smith is a retired police officer with 40+ years of experience.

He has expert skills in negotiation, de-escalation strategies and strong

interpersonal skills.

TAILORED TO YOUR EXPECTATIONS

Global Guardian can support a wide range of requests, including one-time services, 
or short or long-term agent contracts. All of our agents go through an extensive 
interview process and background check, as well as ongoing training. Client 
receives complete transparency of agent’s background supplied prior to mission, 
including photo, credentials, licenses, and biography. In addition, client has the 
ability to scale, select, and change their requirements at a moment’s notice.

FORMAL CASUAL

CUSTOMIZED SECURITY

Plainclothes agents customized to clients’ needs

BIO INFORMATION


